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Supply chains have evolved to become demand-driven value networks
(DDVNs). Companies that want to survive in the 21st century must operate
in networked models. These companies must focus on what they can do
best, and outsource to partners to manage processes and activities that do
not represent strategic differentiation for the company. In the supply chain,
this often means using one or more third-party logistics (3PL) providers,
instead of performing warehousing, transportation or related activities
yourself.

Key Findings
■

Effective 3PL selection projects incorporate key operational considerations into three
subphases of the selection process: defining major screening criteria, creating the RFP and
evaluating responses.

■

Companies that use major operational screening criteria to determine a shortlist of 3PL
candidates can move through the evaluation and selection process faster than companies that
skip this important step.

Recommendations
■

Always align the 3PL strategy with the corporate and supply chain strategy. Companies
requiring a very low-cost and efficient supply chain may select a different 3PL than a company
that requires its supply chain to be very flexible.

■

Screen out candidates, using key operational criteria ("must haves"). Doing so saves you and
your potential 3PL partners time and headaches. The evaluation process requires significant
time and resources for the enterprise and participating 3PLs. Finding out about a major
requirement late in the evaluation process means the 3PL and the enterprise waste time and
resources.

■

Don't underestimate business, technology and relationship integration. If technical or process
integration breaks down, the supply chain comes to a halt.

Analysis
Companies that properly align their outsourcing strategy and selection process with their supply
chain and business goals will make more balanced decisions. In contrast, consider the problems
several manufacturers experienced when the decision was made based primarily upon cost. Quality
problems arose; supply chain responsiveness suffered; and customer service worsened in the
months and years following the outsourcing. Although costs were lower, the negative impact on
customer service and brand image was of bigger concern, because the company competed on
service and quality more than cost.
Our position is that companies must always ensure that the use of 3PLs is aligned with the overall
corporate and supply chain strategy (see Figure 1). Our DDVN Model represents how supply chains
need to evolve and operate as value networks. The DDVN Model must be synchronized with the
Supply Chain Service Sourcing Process, which depicts the steps a company should follow when
sourcing and managing supply chain service providers, such as 3PLs.
Figure 1. Align the 3PL Sourcing Strategy With Your Supply Chain and Corporate Strategy
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Operational considerations must be factored throughout the supply evaluation and selection
process to ensure the chosen 3PL can supply the capabilities defined within the company's DDVN
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strategy. The key operational considerations that should be brought to the surface during three of
the biggest phases within the evaluation and selection process are: major screening criteria,
creating the RFP and evaluating the responses (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Factor Operational Considerations in Three Key Phases During the Selection Process
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Define Major Screening Criteria to Derive Your Shortlist
There are thousands of providers in the 3PL industry. Narrowing the sea of providers to a
manageable list of appropriate candidates is a critical activity for the selection project team.
Companies must identify a handful of "must haves" or "showstoppers" that will be used to screen
providers. Identifying major filtering criteria involves defining the three to five must-have capabilities
or characteristics that will help you quickly narrow a large list of potential candidates down to three
to seven candidates. A good screening process should yield no more than 10 and no fewer than
three potential 3PL partners. If you have more than 10 after the major screening criteria, the number
or type of requirements is probably too limited. Conversely, if you have fewer than three candidates,
the screening criteria are too restrictive, or additional market research is required to identify more
candidates.
From an operational perspective, these showstoppers, or major screening criteria, typically involve
regulatory requirements, physical operations and scope of services. Before establishing the major
screening criteria, it is essential to determine the scope of services:
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■

Do you need the 3PL to perform just warehousing and distribution functions, or will it also
handle transportation? If so, what transportation services?

■

Do you need the 3PL to handle customer service processes?

■

What about other functions, such as transportation planning?

■

Regarding the regulatory criteria, are there specific handling requirements associated with your
products? If so, those requirements can eliminate many 3PLs from consideration.

■

From a physical operations perspective, how many facilities, and in which regions, will be
required to support your logistics requirements?

Example of Effective Use of Major Screening Criteria
A few years ago, we helped a branded pharmaceutical manufacturer evaluate and select a new
distribution partner. The manufacturer was using a 3PL, with a single distribution center to service
the entire U.S. market, and the manufacturer wanted to reduce transportation costs and improve
order fulfillment cycle times. To rationalize a very long list of potential 3PL partners, we worked with
the pharmaceutical company to identify three must-have capabilities. The major screening criteria
included:
■

Two or more distribution centers in North America

■

Pharmaceutical cold chain capabilities and experience

■

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)-controlled substance storage, handling and distribution
experience

Based on these three key operational capabilities, the selection team was able to narrow the list of
potential 3PL partners from dozens down to four.

Make Sure the RFP Focuses on Capabilities, Performance and Evidence
From an operational perspective, remember to ask about scalability, quality and flexibility. How
much of a volume surge can it handle? How does it maintain quality and service levels when using
flexible staffing options to meet volume changes?
From an RFP construction perspective, make sure to organize in subprocess/functions, based on
the scope of activities you want the 3PL to perform. It is also essential to specify how each function
within a subprocess must be performed. For example, make sure to specify the handling and
storage requirements if your products need to be kept refrigerated or frozen during the logistics
process. Table 1 contains a sampling of the key subprocesses or functions to consider, including an
operational perspective.
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Table 1. Example of Operational Subprocesses to Include in the RFP
Subprocesses

Inbound Logistics
■

Operational
Factors/
Considerations

Inbound
transportation
planning

■

Carrier scheduling

■

Dock scheduling

■

Inbound quality
inspection and
testing

■

Returns management

Processing and Services
■

Handling and storage

■

Cycle counting

■

Outbound Logistics
■

Outbound
transportation
planning

Light assembly and
kitting

■

Carrier and dock
scheduling

■

Repair/rework

■

■

Administrative (order
processing, customer
service customs, etc.)

Picking and order
types

■

Parcel management

■

Delivery and
installation

Source: Gartner (June 2011)

Thoroughly Evaluate RFP Responses, and Conduct Reference Checks
Any company embarking on the evaluation and selection of a 3PL provider must conduct rigorous
due diligence that includes visiting (if applicable) the candidate 3PL providers and interviewing
customers. Nothing beats seeing an operation live and observing how work is done. It also
represents an opportunity to interact with the people who really do the work. Make sure you draft an
agenda for the site visit, and review it with the 3PL before scheduling the visit.
When done correctly, reference checking is the most valuable way to assess the validity of the
claims that service providers make in submitted proposals and during the 3PLs' oral presentations.
3PLs rarely provide names and reference projects unless they have cleared the contact with the
involved parties. Thus, the process begins with a bias. The bias can be overcome by making certain
that a cross-section of personnel at the referenced account is included when completing the
reference check. Go beyond the project sponsor, and include the personnel who worked with the
3PL on a daily basis. Make sure you develop a comprehensive list of questions that represent the
cross-functional concerns of the enterprise, and provide every reference checker with the same list.
During the customer reference checks and site visits, test or evaluate cultural fit. The cultural fit,
including operating practices and societal issues, impacts the transition and ongoing operations.

An Ounce of Prevention
Companies that incorporate operational factors into the evaluation and selection process can
engage and function more effectively with 3PLs, because thorny contractual, implementation and
transition problems can be avoided. Before you embark on your next 3PL evaluation and selection,
make sure you include the right operational requirements and constraints, and factor them into the
appropriate points in the selection process.
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Are you evaluating and selecting a 3PL or logistics partner? We'd love to hear about it.

Recommended Reading
Some documents may not be available as part of your current Gartner subscription.
"Prepare for Success or Failure When Engaging a Logistics Service Provider"
"The Gartner Framework for Developing a Demand-Driven Global Logistics Strategy"
"The Essential Role of IT in Logistics Outsourcing"
"Supply Chain and Manufacturing Outsourcing Discussion With Supply Chain Leaders"
"Toolkit: Supply Chain Outsourcing Strategy, Phase 1: Strategic Alignment"
"Understanding the Different Logistics Service Provider Names and Definitions"
"Supply Chain Outsourcing Market Overview: Understanding the Dynamics Across 3PL, Contract
Manufacturing and SCM BPO"
"Logistics Fundamentals for Non-Logistics Professionals"
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